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NAME
perl58delta - what is new for perl v5.8.0

DESCRIPTION
This document describes differences between the 5.6.0 release and
 the 5.8.0 release.

Many of the bug fixes in 5.8.0 were already seen in the 5.6.1
 maintenance release since the two 
releases were kept closely
 coordinated (while 5.8.0 was still called 5.7.something).

Changes that were integrated into the 5.6.1 release are marked [561].
 Many of these changes have 
been further developed since 5.6.1 was released,
 those are marked [561+].

You can see the list of changes in the 5.6.1 release (both from the
 5.005_03 release and the 5.6.0 
release) by reading perl561delta.

Highlights In 5.8.0
Better Unicode support

New IO Implementation

New Thread Implementation

Better Numeric Accuracy

Safe Signals

Many New Modules

More Extensive Regression Testing

Incompatible Changes
Binary Incompatibility

Perl 5.8 is not binary compatible with earlier releases of Perl.

You have to recompile your XS modules.

(Pure Perl modules should continue to work.)

The major reason for the discontinuity is the new IO architecture
 called PerlIO. PerlIO is the default 
configuration because without
 it many new features of Perl 5.8 cannot be used. In other words:
 you 
just have to recompile your modules containing XS code, sorry
 about that.

In future releases of Perl, non-PerlIO aware XS modules may become
 completely unsupported. This 
shouldn't be too difficult for module
 authors, however: PerlIO has been designed as a drop-in 
replacement
 (at the source code level) for the stdio interface.

Depending on your platform, there are also other reasons why
 we decided to break binary 
compatibility, please read on.

64-bit platforms and malloc
If your pointers are 64 bits wide, the Perl malloc is no longer being
 used because it does not work well
with 8-byte pointers. Also,
 usually the system mallocs on such platforms are much better optimized
 for
such large memory models than the Perl malloc. Some memory-hungry
 Perl applications like the PDL
don't work well with Perl's malloc.
 Finally, other applications than Perl (such as mod_perl) tend to 
prefer
 the system malloc. Such platforms include Alpha and 64-bit HPPA,
 MIPS, PPC, and Sparc.

AIX Dynaloading
The AIX dynaloading now uses in AIX releases 4.3 and newer the native
 dlopen interface of AIX 
instead of the old emulated interface. This
 change will probably break backward compatibility with 
compiled
 modules. The change was made to make Perl more compliant with other
 applications like 




